i.e., xL and~are conditionally independent (CI) given x UlM. These lattice CI models arise in a natural way in the analysis of multivariate missing data sets with non-monotone missing data patterns .
[AP]1 (1991» and in the analysis of non-nested dependent linear regression models (1993b)}. The factorizations mentioned above can be readily applied to obtain explicit KLEis and LRT's standard linear methods. These products are indexed by J(~). the set of join-irreducibLe elements of~(cf. Section 2 of [AP] (1993a». The collection of regression parameters is called the family of~-parameters of the covariance matrix 2; these uniquely determine 2 under the LCI restrictions determined by~.
As a simple example. let I = {1.2.3} (abbreviated 123) and let~= {0. 1. 12. 13. I} -see Figure 1 .1. Under the LCI model N(~).
x 2 i x 3 lXI' which is equivalent to the condition where Pcr) denotes the set of all IxI positive definite matrices. In fact. we treat the more general problem of testing
where.M is a proper subring of~. Clearly .M C~=> P(~)~P(.M). The testing problem (1.5) is the special case of (1.6) where .M = {0.I}. Additional examples occur in Das Gupta (1977) . Giri (1979) . Banerjee and Giri (1980). and Marden (1981) . In fact. each of the testing problems appearing in three papers is of the form (1.5) or (1.6). (Also see exists, and it exists for a.e. y iff
In this case the MLE's of the~-parameters of 2 are given by
where S =S(y) = yy = nx(the empirical covariance matrix), while the maximum value of the LF is given by
where c = nn/2xexp(-nIII/2). §2. THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO STATISTIC.
We shall obtain the LR statistic X for the test em an I matrix of n i.i.d. ions rom about notation is needed here. Since on the subset K of I but also on the lattice of which K is considered a member. Thus, for example, <K>~and <K>~need not be the same. To alleviate this difficulty without introducing~and~as subscripts, the letter K (with or without subscripts) shall denote a subset of I that is to be considered as a member of~, while M (with or without subscripts)
shall denote a subset of I that is to be considered as member of~.
Denote the MLE's of 2 under N(~) and N(~) by~~=~and~~=~, respectively.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that n L max{IMI 1M € J(~)}. Then for every 2 € P(~),~and~exist a.e .. The LR statistic A for testing H~against H~in
The first assertion follows from (1.9) and the inequality
To establish this inequality define the mapping~: The testing problem (1.6) is invariant under the action 
where the final equality is obtained using (3.4). 2/n may be applied in (2.1) to obtain the expressions for A that appear below.
First. set~=~3'···'~8 and~= {0.I} in (1.6). obtaining six testing problems of the form (1.5). In each of these problems. the condition n i max{IMI 1M € J(~)} reduces to n l III. Since M(IxN)~n is a Lebesgue-null set, we may replace the sample space IxN) by n. Also. since rank(Ay) = rank(y) for A € GL(~) and y E M{IxN), it follows that GL(~) acts on n by restriction of (3.1). Furthermore, since n is locally compact. Lemma A.2 implies that this restriction is a The group GL(~) is the semidirect product of its two closed subgroups and '!l, where~:
Therefore we may the method By Lemma A.l, where n/~is represented as a subset of n, the induced action of the subgroup~on n/~is simply the restriction of the action where it should be recalled that 2 E P(~).
The final step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is to obtain the transformation of the measure~~(P) =q1*v under the mapping
Since the action of~on Q/~is the restriction to the closed subset x(Q/~) of the proper action of GL(~) on Q. it is a proper action. Thus we may apply Lemma 3 of Andersson. Br0Us and Jensen (1983) 
